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Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints) collaborates with Infineon and achieves 

‘impossible’ by enabling biometric authentication to be executed solely in the 

Secure Element 

Technological leap delivers high performance, increases security, reduces costs and simplifies 

integrations 

World-leading biometrics company Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints™) has enabled biometric authentication to 

be executed entirely within Infineon’s Secure Element, making it cheaper and easier for card manufacturers to 

develop and roll out biometric payment cards at scale. While many industry experts believed this to be a 

milestone out of reach, this technological leap has been achieved while maintaining biometric performance and 

increasing security.  

Fingerprints collaborated with Infineon Technologies AG, the world leader in security controllers for contactless 

payments to demonstrate the capabilities of the new software. The partners combined Infineon’s 40nm security 

controller (SLC38) with Fingerprints’ T-Shape® 2 (T2) sensor module and the latest biometric software for 

payments. This is particularly significant as almost one in two payment cards with a chip worldwide has an 

Infineon security controller at its core.  

To achieve this, Fingerprints’ R&D team focused on reducing the memory footprint, flash and RAM requirements 

of its software to fit inside Infineon’s SLC38 Secure Element. All while maintaining transaction times and 

biometric performance*.  

“We like a challenge and are always looking to optimize our technology. When we proposed this disruptive 

solution, and the industry said it could not be done, we got to work,” comments Michel Roig, SVP Business Line 

Payments & Access at Fingerprints. “After months of development and drawing on years of experience and 

collaboration with Infineon, we have achieved this world first. But this is what we do. Our technology started in 

smartphones, we refined it for payment cards and now we have taken a big step further. Overall, though, this 

brings more options to our card manufacturing partners. Each roll-out is different, so now they can choose what 

alternative to deploy to bring fast, frictionless and hygienic in-store payments to even more consumers.” 

“Multi-interface security controller SLC38BML with best-in-class RF performance and computation power allows 

a full on card fingerprint authentication in combination with Fingerprints’ sensor without integration of an extra 

microcontroller. This substantially reduces system development and manufacturing complexity alongside 

lowering material costs for biometric smart cards,” adds Tolgahan Yildiz, VP & Head of Product Line Payment and 

Ticketing Solutions at Infineon. “In collaboration with Fingerprints, we are working to enable high performance 

payment solutions with biometric smart cards that are easy to integrate and scalable.”  

The fingerprint sensor software is available to payment card manufacturers globally now. Visit the website for 

more information about Fingerprints’ payment solutions. 

*Fingerprints’ latest generation T-Shape® 2 ‘T2’ sensor module and software package deliver market leading 

biometric performance for contactless payment cards based on Infineon SLC38:  

• Latency (time for full biometric verification):  ~250ms  

• False Acceptance Rate*: 1/20,000 authentication attempts 

• False Rejection Rate**: <3% of authentication attempts 

 

For further information, please contact: 
Michel Roig, Senior VP BL Payment & Access 

http://www.fingerprints.com/
https://www.fingerprints.com/2020/09/04/fingerprint-cards-launches-next-gen-t-shape-t2-for-contactless-biometric-payment-cards-fastest-smallest-most-secure-and-cost-efficient-solution-on-the-market-2009040600/?
https://www.fingerprints.com/solutions/payments/
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Investor Relations:  

+46(0)10-172 00 10, investrel@fingerprints.com 

 

Press:  

+46(0)10-172 00 20, press@fingerprints.com 

About Fingerprints  

Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints) – the world’s leading biometrics company, with its roots in Sweden. We believe in a 

secure and seamless universe, where you are the key to everything. Our solutions are found in hundreds of millions of 

devices and applications, and are used billions of times every day, providing safe and convenient identification and 

authentication with a human touch. For more information visit our website, read our blog, and follow us on Twitter. 

Fingerprints is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (FING B). 
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